
China and The United States: Tourist Spots 
 
to guarantee = 保証する (Note: He is hinting that the food quality might 
not be so good there.) 
 
to be open  
= to be friendly and not shy 
 
The Huangpu River  
= the main river in Shanghai 
 
the banks (of a river)  
= the sides, shores of the river 
 
the essence of  
= the most important part of 
 
Xujiahui  
= an area of Shanghai with good shopping, a large sports stadium, a big 
park, and historic churches 
 
Manhattan  
= the downtown area of New York 
 
urban  
= cosmopolitan, having features of a modern city 
 
facilities  
= 施設 
 
Broadway  
= the street in New York which has famous plays 
 
Lijang  
= a World Heritage town, with a history of about 2,500 years 



 
minorities  
= 少数⺠族 
 
architectural  
= 建築上の 
 
Yunnan Province  
= the area in mountainous southwestern China, next to Tibet 
 
Disneyworld  
= a resort complex with four large theme parks: Magic Kingdom, Animal 
Kingdom, Hollywood Studios, and Epcot. 
 
the scale  
= the size 
 
The Great Wall of China  
= the defensive stone and wooden structure used to protect China from 
invasions from the north. It stretches for about 21,000 kms. The most 
famous parts today were built in the Ming Dynasty (1368- 1644). 
 
Qin Shi Huang  
= the first emperor who united China in 221 BC.  
 
to contribute to  
= to add to 
 
in person  
= not on TV, （写真よりも）実物 
 
The Grand Canyon  
= a huge valley in Arizona, with cliffs reaching up about 1,800 meters  
 
a tummy  
= a stomach (Note: this is a “cute” word describing that part of the body) 



 
a womb  
= ⼦宮 
 
the Colorado River  
= the name of the river going through the canyon 
 
the North Rim  
= a forested area of the canyon 
 
a short-term goal  
= an objective which can be successfully achieved in the near future 


